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The authors argue that the calculated 6He binding energies by the solution of the coupled
Faddeev–Yakubovsky integral equation in a Three–dimensional scheme reported by E.
Ahmadi Pouya and A. A. Rajabi [Int. J. Mod. Phys. E 25, 9 (2016) 1650072] are incorrect.
The formalism of the paper has serious mistakes and the numerical results are quite
misleading because such a calculation even with small grids for Jacobi momenta and
the angle variables leads to a huge memory of 37.8 PB (petabyte) which cannot even be
achieved on present supercomputers.
Keywords: Faddeev–Yakubovsky equations; Six–body bound state; Three–dimensional
approach.
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Ahmadi Pouya and Rajabi have recently studied the halo structure of 6He as a
six–nucleon bound state. As it is shown in Ref.1 the formulation of the Faddeev–
Yakubovsky equations for a six–body bound state leads to five coupled equations,
which can be reduced to two coupled equations for two–neutron halo nuclei, like 6He.
In Ref.2 Ahmadi Pouya and Rajabi have presented the formulation of the six–body
Faddeev–Yakubovsky equations in a Three–Dimensional (3D) approach, without
using a partial wave decomposition. The paper has serious problems and mistakes
in its structure, not only in the formalism but also in the numerical implementation.
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In the following, we have addressed few of these mistakes and flaws.
1. Mistakes in the formalism
(1) Each Yakubovsky component K and H depends on 5 Jacobi momentum vec-
tors. By choosing any coordinate system and setting one of the vectors parallel
to the z−axis and another vector in the x−z plane, the number of independent
variables for each Yakubovsky component is 12, including:
• 5 variables for the magnitude of 5 Jacobi momentum vectors
• 4 variables for the spherical angles
• 3 variables for the azimuthal angles
So, the representation of Yakubovsky components in Eqs. (4.3) and (4.4) is
incorrect and consequently, the integral equations (4.7) and (4.8) are incorrect.
(2) How it is possible to have the two–body t−matrices outside of the kernel of
Faddeev–Yakubovsky integral equation in a 3D scheme? Clearly the represen-
tation of two–body t−matrices in the integral equations (4.7) and (4.8) is in-
correct and is inconsistent with the three– and four–body formalism in a 3D
representation.3–23 The only way to exclude the two–body t−matrices from the
kernel of Faddeev–Yakubovsky integral equations is using the one–term separa-
ble potential in the s−wave channel24, 25 which is not applicable here, because
the formalism is given for a general interaction in a 3D representation.
(3) Other obvious mistakes in the formalism and mainly in the Eqs. (4.7) and (4.8)
are:
• There is no angular dependence in the K and H Yakubovsky components
appeared in the kernel of three–dimensional integral equations, which is
inconsistent with the definitions given in Eqs. (4.3) and (4.4).
• How it is possible that K component on the left–hand side of the integral
equation (4.7) be dependent to x32′ and φ42′ , whereas the x32′ and φ42′
are the integration variables?
• How it is possible that H component on the left–hand side of the integral
equation (4.8) be dependent to X32′ and Φ42′ , whereas the X32′ and Φ42′
are the integration variables?
• How it is possible to have the 4π factor in Eqs. (4.7) and (4.8) in a 3D
representation? This factor just appears in a partial wave representation.
• How the two–body t−matrices t(a1, π2, x; ǫ) and t(b1, b
′
2, y; ǫ
∗) are depen-
dent on the angle variables x and y, whereas there is no angular depen-
dence to the angles x and y in the K and H Yakubovsky components?
• How the two–body t−matrix t(a1, π2, x; ǫ) is outside of the kernel of in-
tegral equation (4.7), whereas the shifted momentum π2 is dependent on
the integration variable a′2?
• How the two–body t−matrix t(b1, b
′
2, y; ǫ
∗) is outside of the kernel of inte-
gral equation, whereas it is dependent on the integration variable b′2?
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In summary, the published formalism has mistakes which can completely change
the results of the calculation. The mistakes in the formalism can be easily verified
by simplification of the problem to a four– or three–body bound state. Clearly,
the published formalism cannot reproduce the 3D representation of Faddeev and
Yakubovsky equations given in Refs.4 and.11
2. Numerical challenges
(1) Let us have a look at the dimension of the problem, discussed in section 5 of
the paper. As we have discussed in item 1 of section 1 of this comment, each
Yakubovsky component depends on 12 variables, not 10 variables. So, the size
of the problem given in Eq. (5.1) of the paper is incorrect. The size of the
coupled Yakubovksy components would be:
N5jac ·N
4
sph ·N
3
pol · 2 = 20
5
· 144 · 143 · 2 = 6.75 · 1014, (1)
where:
• Njac is the number of mesh points for the magnitude of Jacobi momenta,
• Nsph is the number of mesh points for the spherical angles,
• Npol is the number of mesh points for the azimuthal angles.
If the authors have used at least 7 iterations, the total size of the problem
would be 4.72 · 1015 which is equal to 3.78 · 1016 byte a, or about 37.8 PB
(petabyte)! This huge memory is about 28.3 times bigger than the memory of
Sunway TaihuLight supercomputer (with 1.31 PB memory), which is ranked
number one in the TOP500 list as the fastest supercomputer in the world.26
Since such a supercomputer with the huge memory of 37.8 PB doesn’t exist, we
wonder how the authors have done this super expensive calculation. If we even
consider the wrong size given in Eq. (5.1) of the paper, the required memory
just for two Yakubovsky components would be about 192756 GB (Gigabyte)
which is not accessible in many supercomputers, and clearly is much more
bigger than the memory of IPM HPC cluster28 which the authors have used in
their calculations.
(2) The starting vectors for the iteration procedure given in Eqs. (5.3) and (5.4)
are incorrect. They should be dependent on 5 Jacobi momenta, whereas the
dependency of Yakubovsky components to the first Jacobi momenta a1 and b1
is not considered.
(3) The calculated two–body t−matrices given in Eqs. (5.5) and (5.6) is just valid
for a one–term separable potential, like Yamaguchi potential. For a general
case, the two–body t−matrices in a 3D representation should be obtained by
the solution of three–dimensional Lippmann-Schwinger integral equations given
in Ref.27 The authors have referred to Ref. [33] in their paper for the calculation
of two–body t−matrices in 3D scheme which is quite irrelevant. So, it is not
aA double-precision variable occupies 8 bytes in computer memory.
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clear how the authors have calculated 3D form of two–body t−matrices for
Baker, Volkov and Malfliet–Tjon potentials which are not one–term separable
potentials.
(4) The Fourier transformation of Gauss–type Baker and Volkov potentials given
in Eq. (7.4) and (7.6) are incorrect. The results should be a Gaussian potential.
(5) There is no information about the momentum cutoffs in the numerical solution
of the coupled Yakubovsky equation. How the authors are convinced that the
obtained binding energies are cutoff independent, when they have used only 20
mesh points for the magnitude of Jacobi momenta?
(6) There is an obvious mistake in the evaluation of the permutation operator P
given in Eq. (A.4) of the paper which leads to another mistake in derivation of
Eq. (3.6). We address the authors to Eq. (2.9) of Ref.4 for the correct evaluation
of operator P .
There are many other issues in the derivation of Yakubovsky equations and
also in the numerical implementations that we have not discussed here. But we
believe the above–mentioned mistakes are quite enough to ensure us that the au-
thors have reported not genuine results. Not only the formalism of the paper has
serious mistakes, but also there is no supercomputer to handle such a super expen-
sive calculation and undoubtedly the authors have not been able to perform such
a calculation.
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